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PARTIAL PROLONGATIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

BY

H. H. JOHNSON

This paper studies the behavior of characteristics under partial prolongations.

Partial prolongations define a natural equivalence relation between systems of

partial differential equations [2], [3]. Examples are given to show that characteristics

are not preserved in general. They are, however, preserved in an important case,

namely, in determined or over-determined systems the highest-dimensional charac-

teristics are proved to be invariant. A further example shows that even in determined

systems lower-dimensional characteristics are not preserved.

1. Definitions. We take the viewpoint of E. Cartan in [1], where he very

clearly defined involutiveness and characteristics for quasilinear systems, rather

than his usual systems of exterior differential forms [2], [5].

All functions, maps and manifolds are infinitely differentiable. "Function"

means real-valued function unless otherwise noted. Let the manifold V be fibred

over the manifold U by n: V^- U. If n(v) = u, one may choose fibred coordinates

x1,..., x" around u and x1,..., x", z1,..., zm around v so that x'7r=x', all i.

We may denote xi by x* without confusion. The x' are called independent, the zÀ

the dependent, variables. Let J1=J1(U, V) denote the 1-jets jl(s) of sections

s: U-*■ I''satisfying tts=identity. When (x', zÀ) are fibred coordinates on V, J1 will

have fibred coordinates (x', z\ 3¡zA) where dizK = (dsh/dxi)(x), A=l,...,m;

i= l,...,p (these will be the usual ranges of A and i). We shall study functions on

J1 which are linear in dtz* : A[(x, z)dxzx + B(x, z). (We use the summation conven-

tion.) The property of being linear in d,zA is invariant under local fibred coordinate

changes, and such functions define quasilinear partial differential equations

A{(dzA/8xi)+B—0. We study a collection 2 of such functions on J1 which form a

finitely-generated module over the ring of functions on V, thus a system of quasi-

linear partial differential equations, or a system.

A solution of 2 is a section s: U-> V, tts=identity, such thatf(jj¿(s))=0 for all

x in U and all/in S. A )etji(s) is integral for S if all functions in S vanish at ./¿(f).

Two systems are equivalent if they define the same set of integral jets. If S is the set

of integral jets, ß(S) is the set of integral points in V, where ß is the usual target map

ß(}l(s))=s(x).
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When the coefficients A\, B of the functions in 2 are evaluated at an integral

point (x0, z0) in V, £ becomes a subspace £° of the (w/>+l)-dimensional vector

space of polynomials in o{zK of order at most 1 over R (real numbers). Let £g be

the subspace of such polynomials which depend only on 8yZx,..., 8hzK.

Let r/[ = dimS?-dim2]?_1. We call the coordinates x1, ...,xv on U h-non-

singular at (x0, z0) if, when h =p, rp is maximal among all independent variables,

and, when h<p, rh is maximal among all (h+ l)-nonsingular independent variables.

Also 1-nonsingular variables at (x0, z0) are called nonsingular at (x0, z0). These

definitions only depend on the tangent vectors to the coordinate curves in U at

(x0), hence there exist nonsingular independent variables at (x0, z0) and they are

dense and open in the Stiefel manifold of frames at (x0). Let rh(x0, z0) be the value

of rh for nonsingular independent variables. Observe that rn + 1(x0, z0)'èrll(x0, z0).

We shall assume that these integer-valued functions are constant on V.

To each a = (o=i,..., ap) in Rp, to each A\8tzÄ + B in £ and to each integral point

(x0, z0) in V we associate a linear form A{(xQ, z0)ai^ = F(^1,..., f ) on /?m. Let

£/(x0, z0, a) be the vector space of such forms.

Proposition 1. Independent variables x1,..., x" are p-singular at (x0, z0) if and

only if dim £/(x0, z0, a)<rp(x0, z0), where aj=(dx"/8xi)(x0).

Proof. If x' are nonsingular at (x0, z0) and £ is generated by fa = A"'8jz'i+B,

a=l,.. .,at, then rp(x0, z0) = rank (Af(x0, z0)). For other variables x\ z\ d¡z\

f = Âï'd^ + B where Jf «.¿;*(&r>/&rfc), hence

rv = rank (A^p(x0, z0)) = dim I>f(x0, z0, a)

when a, = (8xp/8xi)(x0).

Geometrically, ay,...,ap define a (p— l)-dimensional subspace in the tangent

space to U at x0 consisting of all vectors a\8/8xK) where 0*^=0. Independent

variables x' are ^-singular at (x0, z0) when 8/dx1,..., d/dx"'1 span a subspace

defined by a where dim £,(*(,, z0, o:)<rp(x0, z0).

Dernition 1. A (p- l)-dimensional subspace of the tangent space to U at x0

is (/>— ̂ -characteristic for S at (x0, z0) if it is defined by ax,..., ap where

dim 2/(x0, z0, a) < rp(x0, z0).

In the same way, independent variables x' are (p — 2)-singular at (x0, z0) when

the system of forms Aax'(x0, z0)(aJP+ßrf)=F(t1,..., f», r,1,..., r,n) has

rank < rp(x0, Zo)+rp_1(x0, z0),

where a, — (8xp/8xi)(x0) and ßj = (dx"~1/8xi)(x0). A (p—2)-dimensional subspace

of the tangent space to U at x0 is characteristic for S at (x0, z0) if it consists in all

vectors af(3/3xf) satisfying aia1=a'/Si=0 where the forms F" have

rank < rp(x0, z0) + rp.y(x0, z0).
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In a similar way the other lower-dimensional characteristics are defined. Two

equivalent systems have the same characteristics.

Involutiveness of our systems may be defined as follows. Let J2(U, V) be the

2-jets of sections with coordinates (xl, zh,dxzK,dijzx) where dxizx = djxzx; i,j=

\,...,p; A=l,...,m. If/is any function on J\ let dff=(df/dxi) + (df/dzh)djzx

+ (df/d(dxz>í))dijz'í. For a system 2, we let 3*2 be the module generated by

{dff : fe 2}, considered as a module over the functions on J1. If (xó, zj» d¡za)

= (x0, z0, dz0) is in J1, (d;*2)° denotes the elements of df 2 evaluated at (x0, z0, dz0).

These are linear polynomials over R in 3(/z\

Definition 2. The system S is involutive at an integral jet (x0, z0, dz0) if for some

independent variables nonsingular at (x0, z0), it happens that for every h where

OSkSp-l, ISkSp-h, (a?+Ä)0c(a*S,+,)o+...+(8*Sh+fc)o+2g+fc where

A+B means the vector space generated by A and B in the linear polynomials over

R in duz*. We call 2 involutive if it is involutive at all integral jets.

Intuitively, involutiveness means that no information about 2 can be gained by

equating mixed partíais. E. Cartan proved that involutiveness is equivalent to the

condition that (df 2)° + • • • + (d*2)° has dimensionprp-Hz\(p-h)(rh-rlx_1) + l,

and that it does not depend on the particular choice of nonsingular independent

variables x* [1]. We shall assume all systems to be involutive.

Partial prolongations are defined in terms of total prolongations which may be

defined as follows. Let VQ now denote J1 with coordinates (x1, z\ $) and let

tt0: V0-+U be the obvious fibre map. Consider J\U, V0) with coordinates

(x', z\ pi, d,z\ dtp)).   There   is   a   natural   imbedding  </>:J2(U,V)->J1(U,V0)

defined by ¿OKj/WÍíJKí)), '-e-> 4&* **• d¿K> W-iA *> ».**. W, Va), so
<f>(J2) is the submanifold of J\U, V0) defined by d^-pf, dxp) = djp\. Given a

function/on V0 we define dff on /^t/, V0) by

af/ = (a//sx¡)+(ö//szak+(WpfPiti,

so that di*f=(8ff)cf>. As above, we can define 9f 2 for any system 2, and F2 is the

system on J\U, V0) generated by df2n-hd#2 + 2 together with dxzx-p\ and

diP^ — djpf as a module over the functions on V0. This system F2 is the total

prolongation of 2, abbreviated tp.

If j: U-* F'is a solution of 2, theny'1^) is a solution of F2, and all solutions

of F2 arise in this way. The involutiveness of 2 (in fact the conditions (3*20)°

<=(2fc)°) imply that any function/, on VQ which occurs in F2 must vanish on the

integral jets of 2.

Remark. Total prolongations can be invariantly defined for much more general

systems of partial differential equations [5], but the result is always a quasilinear

system. Hence it is not a serious restriction to consider only quasilinear systems.

Definition 3. A partial prolongation (abbreviated pp) of 2 is a system 2' on a

fibred manifold Vx, nt: Vx -> U satisfying the following conditions:
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(1) There is a fibration Po: Vy -> V, and irp0 = «i. If P- J\U, Vl)-*J1(U, V) is

p(Jx(Si))=Jx(poSi), then fp is in £' for every/in £.

(2) V0=J1(U, V) is fibred over Vy by some ct0: ^o -*• V\ such that p0o0=ß, the

target projection in jets. If o: J^U, V0) -> /Ht7, ^i) is f (/¿(j0)) =/i(o0io), then fio

is in F£ for every/ in £'.

(3) For any point Vy in Kx and v = Tr(vy) in V and for any coordinates (xf, zx) on

V, it is possible to choose linearized coordinates (xf, z\ u") on Kj near Pj so that

ct0 is linear in p): o0(x\ zK,p\) = (x\ z\ K^(x, z)p$+L*(x, z)), where the rank of

(K*') is constant. If p is any integral jet of £', then it is required that a0p(p)=ß(p).

(4) For every integral jet p of £ in y1(t/, V), there is at least one integral jet q

of £' in J\U, Vy) such that ß(q) = o0(p).

Remark. The assumption of linearized coordinates in (3) is not as serious a

restriction as it appears, for the same reason as the assumption of quasilinearity.

For, given a more general pp, taking the tp of everything yields a pp satisfying the

linearized condition. Compare [3]. Condition (4) would not be necessary in the

real analytic case, for then solutions j exist through/?, and q — a(j^(s)).

Proposition 2. Let £' be a pp o/£. If s is a solution o/£, then o0j1(s) is a solution

of?.'. If Sy is a solution o/£', then p0Sy is a solution o/£. Further, p0<'oj1(s) = s, and

°oJ1(PoSi) = h-

Proof. The first and second assertions follow at once from (1) and (2). By (2),

Poao(Jx(s)) = ß(Jl(s))=s(x). The last equation follows from (3).

Proposition 3. Let £' be a pp o/£, and let (x', z\ u") be linearized coordinates on

a neighborhood V[ in Vy so that o0(x\ zx,p?) = (x', z*, KZ'pj+L''). Then £' is

generated by fp, for f in £, the functions u' — K^d^ — L* and a set of functions

linearly independent in the 8,u".

Proof. In local linearized coordinates, suppose £ is generated byf = A"18jzK + Ba

and suppose £' contains in addition the functions g° — Hli8jzx-1rIa, a=\,..., ot

maximally linearly dependent on dtzK. Now by (2) if one of the g" were a function

of xf, z\ StzA only, it would appear in F£ as a function of x', z\ p) only, hence

would appear in £, i.e., be a function of the/". We may suppose, then, that the g"

are functions of x', z\ 8^ and u".

For every (x\ z\ u", 8tzh) satisfying fa=0, ga=0, it is possible to choose S^u* to

annihilate the remaining equations of £', since otherwise there must be more

equations in £ independent of 3(w\ Then by (3) u"=K^8jzÁ+Ln when/"=ge,=0.

By (4), if (x\ z\ 8jZx) satisfy /a=0, there is at least one set of values u", 8tu*

satisfying un = K£l8jzA+L" where the functions of £' vanish. Hence for u* =

K?(x, z)8jzh+L"(x, z), all g' = 0. Thus the systems {AfS^+B", tñ-K^B^-U)

and {Al'8}zx + Ba, H^8}zK + I('} have exactly the same annihilators.

Since we are studying characteristics it is not a serious restriction to consider

only pp's £' on domains on which linearized fibred coordinates (x', z\ u") exist
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globally and which contain the functions u*-KZ'd¡zK-L:t. This we shall do in the

rest of this paper.

Proposition 4. Let 2' be appofZ with (x', z\ «*) linearized coordinates on V,

where a0 is defined by u" = KJ!i8fz'i + L'1. If G = Rindju" + S{d1zx+T is in 2', then

RtffWd^ +L") + Sid,? + T is in a*(2), where F= Fo-0 and e»*(2) is the module of

functions on J2(U, V) generated by {dffif : /e 2} over the ring of functions on

J\U, V).

Proof. By (2) of Definition 3 Go is in F2, and

o-(x¡, z*,p), 3,z\ d,p\) = (x<, z\ K?p), K?dxp) + (dfK?)p)-dfL*).

If <f>: J2(U, V) -+Jl(U, V0) is the canonical map </>(j%(s))=jx(j1(s)), it is merely a

calculation to see that Ga<f> has the form above and belongs to P2<£ = S*(2).

Proposition 5. Let I. be a system on V and 2' a system on Vx = V x W where W

is 77(-dimensional real space, and Vx is fibred over V by p0: Vx—>- V as well as over

U by ttx\ Vx^- U, and ttp0=ttx. Let (x', z\ u") be local coordinates on Vx where

(x\ z*) are fibred coordinates on V. Assume that 2 is generated by AaAd,zK + Ba, and

that 2' is generated by A'Ad^ + B", u^-K^d^-L71, Rl'dfl* + 5Av,'e,z' + Ty where

(a) K*' and L" depend only on x', zÀ, and the Jacobian ofK/t'd^+L" is of rank 7r4 ;

(b) MydKKFd^+L^ + Sl'd^ + r is in 3*(2), where if F=F(xl, z\ u*), then
F=F(xi,zh,K^d)zK+Ln);

(c) for every (x\ z\ u"), rank (RV) — yt; where y= 1,..., yt and a = I,..., <xt.

Then 2' is a pp ofL.

Proof. Define <r0: V0 -> ^ by <r0(x', z\ pî) = (x', z\ K^p)+Ln). In Definition 3

condition (1) is satisfied because Afd^ + B" is in 2'. Condition (2) is satisfied

because of hypothesis (b). Linearized coordinates exist by definition of a0. If

p=(x\ z\ u", dj-z*, d,u") is an integral jet of 2',

°op(p) - CTo(V, z\ ejZ*) = (x', z\ K^d^+L") = (x\ z\ u") = ftp),

since u7l-K£'djzk—L''=Q. Thus (3) is satisfied. For any (x\ zA, dxz*) satisfying

Afdjzx+Ba=0, there is u* = KZiôjzK + L* and we can solve KZ'djU* + ■ ■ ■ = 0.

Hence (4) is satisfied.

Two systems 2 and 2' are absolutely equivalent if there is a sequence of systems

2,2t, 22,..., Zk, 2' where for each adjacent pair one is the pp of the other.

Properties which are unchanged by pp's are absolute invariants. In [1, p. 1134]

E. Cartan described the relation of partial prolongation as ". . . le plus large de

ceux qu'on peut actuellement soumettre à l'analyse et le seul du reste qui semble

important dans les applications." In [4] it was shown that hyperbolicity is not an

absolute invariant. Here we study absolute invariance of characteristics.
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Proposition 6. The (p— ^-characteristics of PI, at q and of I. at ß(q) coincide.

Proof. This follows from a local coordinate representation and, for any (a¡),

the observation that by a change of coordinates x4 one can suppose (aJ) = (8j).

There is one further way to modify systems. Given £ on V, if Vy is a submanifold

of V containing all the integral points of £, then £' = {f\jhu.v1) :/in£} is an

admissible restriction of £ to Vy. Then £' and £ have the same solutions.

Proposition 1. If?' on Vy is an admissible restriction of? on V, then at every

integral point p, £ and?' have the same (p— ^-characteristics.

Proof. Let (xf, z\ u") be local coordinates on V with Vy defined by «"=0,

tt=1, .. .,TTt. Then the system £" obtained by adding the un to £ is equivalent to £

and so has the same characteristics. Hence 8{un is in £", and we may write the

functions of £" in the form A^d^ + B", 8xu*, u" so the functions of £' are

Afodizx+Btto, where a is the imbedding of Vy into V. It follows that at any integral

point of Vy and for any a¡ in R, rank ?'¡ = rank ?" — nt.

Proposition 8. If?' is a pp o/£, then P? is the pp of an admissible restriction

of?'.

Proof. Let <r0 be defined by K^'S^+L", where by condition (3) of Definition

3 the rank of Kg' is constant. It is thus possible locally, by a linear change of

coordinates u", to write a0 in the form un = K"í8jzÁ, w««l,...,»,; un=V,

»■»»•♦i»' • •»»«> where K"¡8¡zx are linearly independent in d;z\

Let £" be the admissible restriction to the submanifold defined by u'^L". On

V0=J1(U, V) choose new coordinates (x', z, W), IS^Spm, where u" = K"'pÁ,

1 SttStts, un = H£sp), tt>tts. Then P? contains all the functions in £' by condition

(2) of Definition 3 together with functions un — Hx'8jzh and satisfies the conditions

of Proposition 5.

2. Negative results. We next show by examples that the (p— 1 ̂characteristics

are not absolute invariants in general. (It is later proved that they are invariants in

the special case of determined systems.) It is shown that even for determined

systems the (p—^-characteristics for n^2 need not be absolute invariants.

Example 1. Here U=R2, V= UxR2 and £ is generated by the single function

82z1 — 8yZ1 — z2. Then £, contains only (a2 — ay)^1 and has rank 1 except when

"2- «i=0. This defines the characteristic subspace of vectors a(8/8x1 — 8/8x2). Let

Vy be VxR and £' be generated by 82z1 — 81z1-z2, u1 — 8yz1, 82u1 — 8yU1 — 81z2.

This system is involutive and satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 5, but ?'¡ is

generated by (^ — ay)^,1, ayÇ1, (a2-ay)r¡-ayi2 which has rank 2 for every (ay, a2)

,¿(0, 0). Thus £' is a pp of £ having no characteristics.

Example 2. Consider the over-determined system £ on R3 x R2 generated by

83z1, 83z2, 82z1 — 8yZ1—z2. The 1-dimensional characteristics are determined by the

forms ctg^+ßar]1, a3^2+ß3rj2, a2Çx -r-ßtf1 — ayÇ1—ßy-q1. These forms have rank less

than 3 only when a3(jS2—jS^=|23(<X2 —«i)-
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Let £' be obtained on R3xR2xR by adding to £ the functions u—SyZ1, d3u,

82u—8yU — 8yZ2 which is involutive and a pp of £ by Proposition 5. The additional

forms for £' are cty^+ßy-n1, a3i/i+ß3<f>, a2</i+ß2<f>-o:yi/j—ßy<l>-ayi;2-ßyri2 which

altogether have rank 5. When a1=j83=0, ßy = a3=ß2=l, and a2 is arbitrary, this

determines a 1-characteristic of £ which is not a 1-characteristic of £'.

3. Determined systems. Here £ is an involutive system on V which is non-

singular, and V is connected. Let m = dim V— dim U.

Definition 4. The system £ is k-determined if k^ 1 and rp = rp_i= ■ • • =rp_fc + 1

= /n, but rP.k<m.

Remark. Systems are usually called "determined" when rp=m and rh—0 for

h <p. Such a property is not preserved under even total prolongations, while the

above definition will be shown to be an absolute invariant. E. Cartan called

^-determined systems "determined".

Theorem 1. Let ? be a k-determined system generated near (x0, z0) by

6} = 8^-f AÎ!8azx-BÎ,       [ = P~k+l'     >P>
¿Ty A = l,...,m,

¿"= 2 CraazA+/)a, a-I,...,*.

Let «i,..., «p_fc be in R. If we regard Ar = (2£zi A)%(xQ, z0)aa) as a matrix of

linear transformations on the vector space Z of m-rowed column vectors over R, and

if C is the subspace of X spanned by (2S=Ï C\°(x0, z0)aa), «■» 1,..., «j, then

(a) C is invariant under each A„ and

(b) ArA,=A,Ar on Z/C, p-k + lSr, sSp.

Proof. By involutiveness, agreeing that a, b run from 1 to p — k,

P-k

8p~k + h?p-k C   ¿  ^o£p-fc + Ä+£p-te + ftj
o=l

SO

W = RFadÍ6í + Hfld*<p» + SF6í + Tg<p>.

Comparing coefficients of 3saz\ S?C"° = Rfa, and comparing coefficients of 3a()z\

0 = -CFA%-C?A% + H$'Ctb + H?Clla,

which proves (a).

For r<s, 3*0? is in ö*£s+ • • • + dr*£s+£s, and so is

0*0? - a*i^ + ¿*«8*fl« - A>£8*6»

= - AxÏA$8abz* + AÁSA^8abzv + lower order terms

a=p-k+l i=l i=l
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Hence ££"=0 if a>r,

(1) R^ + Rf = 0   forp-k < a, T ^ r,

T

(2) RÄu°a-     2     RVA^ + H^C™ = 0,   forp-k < o i r,
i=p-k+l

and

_ A\a Avb  \    Aha Alb_  A\b Ala  i    AM Ava  _   _ TfAna Afb_ p\ab Ava   i   ZfKafab  i   fJXbfaa
fi-Tt -fisu'  ^*sv sirn     Si-Tv ̂ su  '  sisvSÍTu  —        **-v    -n-eti     *^v    -flau'11«   ^u  T/in   ^¡i  .

The result follows using (1), (2) and (a).

Proposition 9. The k-determined system 2 has at (x0, z0) a (p — ̂ -characteristic

defined by a, if and only if the following equivalent conditions are satisfied:

(a) There exist f1, ...,f in /?, «or a// 0, 5«c« that ctr£h = A%(x0, z0)aju,

r=p-k+l,...,p; X=l,...,m, and CZa(x0, zo)aJK=0, a=l,...,at;

(b) ar is an eigenvalue of AT = (A^(x0, z0)aa) on Z/C^O, and there is a common

eigenvector g* of A*, the adjoint linear transformation on Z*, which vanishes on C.

Proof. 2r has maximal rank m when ax= • • • =ap_1=0. The a, are characteristic

when the rank is less than m, which is the condition that the equations in (a) have

a nontrivial solution. The exact sequence 0 -*• C -*■ Z -*■ Z/C ->■ 0 has dual

0 -i- C* +-Z* <- (Z/C)* <- 0, where A restricts to C. The t found in (a) define an

element of Z* which belongs to (Z/C)* and is an eigenvector of all A* on (Z/C)*

belonging to ar. Hence ar is an eigenvalue of Ar on Z/C#0.

Theorem 2. Let 2 be the k-determined system generated by 0A, cf>" of Theorem 1.

Let 2' be app of '2 for which x1,..., xp are nonsingular near (x0, z0, u0). Let x', z\ u"

be fibred coordinates for 2' and suppose 2' contains u* — K*aBaz* —L" = 1^*. Then

(a) 2' is k-determined and contains

8ru"-E^8aup-F^8az^-G",       tt = 1,..., trt;   r = p-k+l,.. .,p;

(b) at each point (x0, z0, uD) and for each aa in R, (KHa(x0, z0)aa) together with

(C"a(x0, z0)cca) span as m-rowed column vectors a subspace K~=> C of Z which is

invariant under all Ar, and

(c) AT\ŒIC) is given by the matrix (£*°(xu, z0, M0)aa)-

Proof. By involutiveness, 8*^"+K¡;a8*ei =-Kj;aA^8abz"+terms of lower order

is in 8*I.'r-\-r-d*_fc2í-r-2¿. Now by Proposition 3 the only functions in 8*I.'r

which are independent of S^u" are </)", 8*1/1* and the functions in 8*2r. Of the

functions 8*6^, 8*c\>a of d*2r, only 8*cf>a are independent of 8„zK. Hence

d*4>"+K^8*e)-E^8W-H;a8W = SrU'-EZ'S^-FU'S^-G*

is in 2¿, proving (a). If in the last equation we compare coefficients of 8abzK, we find

0 = - ÄTM^c^z" - EïaK£b8abz* - H™CZ»8abz\

This proves (b) and (c).
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Corollary. The property of being k-determined is an absolute invariant.

Proposition 10. Let By,..., Bh be a set of commuting complex mxm matrices:

BtBj = BfBi. Let K be a subspace of the vector space Z of m-rowed complex column

vectors which is invariant under all B¡. Suppose that r¡ is in K* and satisfies t¡(Bk\k)*

=0, all h. Then there exists i#0 w Z* such that £8*=0, all h. (Here B$ denotes

the adjoint.)

Proof. Assume Z/K contains no subspace invariant under all Bh. If v is an

eigenvector of Bh on Z/K belonging to A„, then Bh(Bkv) = Bk(Bhv) = XhBkv, so the

space of eigenvectors of Bh belonging to Xh is invariant, hence spans Z/K. Choosing

a basis v1,..., if of K and tf + 1,.. .,vm of Z, we have

BJ - 2 C"v> for l = ' = *'

Bhv" = X^ + D^iV1 for s < a S m.

Supposing that 1 Si,jSs, s<a, ßSm, commutativity implies

(*) hD%i + D"mCÍí = XkD«hi + Dt,CL.

Let ii,...,im be a dual basis to v1,...,vm, so r¡=yiCt satisfies Cihjy'=0,

ISiSs. If some Xn=0, (*) implies XkDhiyi=0, hence for any y, f=yi$i+ya$a

satisfies ^B^=yiCl¡i,+yiDtt$a + Xhya^a so the extension of 17 to Z* defined by

y=0 satisfies £S*=0. If all Aft#0, then f8*=0 if and only if A„y + y'£>gf=0,

i.e., Va = — (l/AA)yZ)ft¡. Equation (*) guarantees that this condition is independent

of A.

In general we choose Z' a smallest invariant subspace of Z containing K and

use the above argument to extend 7? to Z'*, then repeat inductively with Z' instead

of A'.

Theorem 3. If ?' on Vy is a nonsingular partial prolongation of a nonsingular

system ? on V where ? is k-determined and -n-y-. Vy -> V is the fibration, then any

(p— ^-characteristic of?' at Vy in Vy is a (p— l)-characteristic of? at TTy(vy).

Proof. Assume £ generated in local fibred coordinates (x', zA) by

0? = arz*-<«aaz»-/?r\     [ = p-k+['    'p'
a = 1,..., m,

</>* = Cla8az* + Da, a=l,...,at,

where l Sa, bSp — k, and suppose £' is generated by these forms together with

f = ut-KZ'd^-L*,

8ru" - E?0a8au" - Fr\a8az* - G?,

Rladau« + Sla8az* + r,

ir»l.irt; r=p-k+l,.. .,p; y=l,. ..,y(.
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The forms of 2} are generated at (x0, z0, u0) by

(2,),    KÔÎ-<a(x0,ZoK)f\       Cr(x0,z0)a¿\

Kr(x0, ZoKfN

(ar8£-£*a(x0, Z0, U0)aa)TiB-F?£(x0, Z0, U0)aJ\

Rla(x0, Z0, WoK1?" + Sla(x0, Z0, U0)aJ\

Assume (a,) define a (p— ̂ -characteristic of 2' at (x0, z0, "o)- Then there exist

£\ -rf in i?, not all zero, which annihilate 2}, by Proposition 9. By the same

proposition, if some £K # 0, then the £A annihilate the forms of 2r, hence (a,) define

a (/>— ̂-characteristic of 2 at (x0, z0). Assume, then, that all f*=0. In particular,

(ct^-F^ixo, z0, k0)V=0. If £, = o¡¡-,Ox0, ZoK on Z/C, then Br\KIC is given

by the matrix 8* — £r"°(x0, z0, u0)aa by Theorem 2. By Theorem 1, BrBs = BsBr. If

we consider these BT on Cn instead of R", « = w(, Proposition 10 guarantees the

existence of complex £\ not all zero, satisfying £Br = 0 for all r. Taking the real or

imaginary parts, we obtain real £j#0 in (Z/C)*. This & corresponds to £ in Z*

which is zero on C by the exact sequence 0 ->- (Z/C)* ->Z*->C*-¡>-0.

Theorem 4. 7/ 2' is a partial prolongation of 2 satisfying the conditions of Theorem

3, then the (p — ̂ -characteristics o/2' a? vx coincide with those ofL at 7^(1^).

Proof. By Proposition 8 F2 is a pp of an admissible restriction of 2', and we

apply Theorem 3 to F2 and 2', 2' and 2, and then use Proposition 6.
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